Lat: N 32° 21.25'  Elev: 544' MSL  Sectional: DALLAS-FT WORTH
Lon: W 95° 24.15'  TPA: STD  Downtown to Apt: 03 nm/W

Owner: CITY OF TYLER  Manager: DAVIS DICKSON
Owner:  P O BOX 2039  Manager:  700 SKYWAY STE 201
Owner: TYLER TX  75710  City: TYLER TX  75704
Owner: Phone: 903-531-2343  Fax: 903-531-2343
Owner: Phone: 903-531-9843

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: 6:30AM-9:30PM

FUEL: JET A & 100 LL

REPAIRS: Airframe: MAJOR  Power Plant: MAJOR

LIGHTS: DSK-DWN RDO/CTL  UNICOM: 122.95  CTA: 120.1

ASOS: 903-535-9105  ATIS: 126.25

REMARKS: FOOD(ON FIELD); LODGING(6MI); LIMO; TAXI; COURTESY CAR;
RENT CAR; FLT INST

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: JET CENTER OF TYLER 597-1334;
JOHNSON AVI 593-4343